
 Food Equipments 



We develop
products
for:Chocolate spraying 

(installation also in coating pans)
Layers of pasteurized egg 
(spraying on burger buns, croissants, and 
other bakery items)
Jellies and fluids for cakes 
(including sponge cake dips)
Flavored and non flavored oils
 Release agents for trays

Food 
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spray egg wash with guns
lubricate and grease pans and trays

apply viscous coatings 

Our R&D department is committed 
to the personalization of a product
according to the customer's needs.

We design
technologies to:

Food 
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Produce a hollow cone
pattern with a ring-
shaped area.

Flat spray nozzles produce
a flat or sheet-type spray
pattern. 

Produce a cone-shaped
spray pattern with a round
impact area. 

Food Technologies

Hollow Cone Flat Spray Full Cone



 Spray Equipments 



We are specialized 
in automatic spraying
equipments 

We design, produce 
& assemble 100% in house 

We are a 50 years
old Italian company 

Our R&D office and our production
mainly focus on automatic spray guns

Our products all start from 100% Made in
Italy materials and they are certified from 

It all started in 1967 thanks to an
entrepreneur who produced equipments for
leather finishing

The company
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OUR
VISION 

OUR
STRENGHTS 

OUR
MISSION 

We want to build tools
that allows any company
all around the world to
atomize fluids in an
excellent way 

Ease of maintenance

Continuous research

Made in Italy 

Product customization 

 Customer service

Strongly specialized 

An appassionate team

Problem solvers 

We are committed to always
design and develop more
innovative and high
performing and simple-to-
use products

OUR
MILESTONES 

Values



design technologically advanced products
guarantee precision and reliability

Innovation

We invest
in production innovation to:



Discover our automatic spray gun models,
including Conventional, Airless, HVLP and
Special ones, and check out all the
accessories designed to fit our guns.

Coating pumps are an essential
component of your system: choose
between pneumatic, double membrane or
airless pumps, depending on the type of
system.

Discover the spare parts for your spray
guns: find out the right component for your
product.

Discover the accessories for your spray
guns: find out how to reduce the time and
costs of the coating phases of your
products.

Pumps

Automatic Guns

Spare Parts

Accessories

Products 
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Sectors



aircom.it

 Spray Equipments 

Thank you for your precious time!

https://www.aircom.it/en/aircom-english/

